Mission Control
Academy
Mission Control Academy is an education and outreach program provided by Mission Control Space Services and executed along with industry
and agency partners. Mission Control Academy (MCA) leverages space assets and infrastructure
that showcase Canadian expertise in planetary exploration, including a high fidelity lunar rover
prototype developed for the Canadian Space Agency. The program challenges participants to
design and conduct a planetary rover exploration mission,
culminating with the opportunity to control a real rover in a
Mars-like setting.
Mission Control Academy was born out of a program to train
undergraduate to professional level personnel in the space
industry, and has been adapted and customized to reach a
wide range of participants from elementary schools to executive training. Mission Control can customize lesson plans,
learning objectives, and program details to accommodate
different environments and participant backgrounds, bringing your vision of MCA to life.

MCA leverages space assets and infrastructure that
showcase Canadian expertise in planetary exploration

Participant Experience
Participants assume roles including rover drivers, navigators, flight director/commander, safety officers, vision/
sensor operators, communications support personnel,
and more. Using real and simulated data, teams will
navigate their rover to various scientifically interesting
areas using visual cues from the vision and sensor suite
onboard the rover. They work as a real operations team
using radios/voice loop communications. Each team
will have a fixed amount of time to conduct science and
decide if the rover location merits further exploration by
a landed crew.
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Participants choose to
attend a workshop
focussed on
- Computer visions
- Rover systems, or
- Planetary science

Participants form
interdisciplinary teams
to define a mission
using the available
mobility, vision and
sensor systems, then
generate procedures
for operations.

Participants assume
roles on their teams in
a designated control
room to navigate their
rover in real-time and
complete their
scientific objectives.
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Teams of participants will play the role
of astronauts on their way to Mars for
an extended exploration mission. A
fleet of science rovers has been sent to
potential landing areas in order to determine the optimal location for human
exploration. The remaining distance
to Mars is approximately 750,000 km,
resulting in delay in communications
with the rovers and Ground Control
on Earth. For the mission deployment,
each team will control their rover from
the spacecraft, and scout its landing
area for relevant science. Their results
will serve as the basis to select the human exploration landing site.

MCA promotes STEM education and inspires
generations to keep exploring.

A version of the MCA program was originally deployed
at the International Space University Space Studies Program. ISU brings together professionals and leaders in
industry, academia, and agencies in the space community, creating a unique, collaborative, interdisciplinary
learning environment focused on space.
This analogue mission has been delivered in countries
throughout the world, including Canada, the US, and
Israel. Over three consecutive years, the activity has
grown in size and scope, becoming an important part
of the ISU program.
77 participants, 8 missions, 3 years... and counting!
The Mars Rover Analog Simulation during SSP14 in Montreal, Canada was one of the highlights of the entire program. It was an amazing experience where I had the opportunity to
work and learn about space missions directly from astronauts, space agents, and industry
advisors. I highly recommend it.
- Hilda Palencia, NASA Ames
The biggest things were less to do with the science, the exploration, the mission planning,
and more to do with the team dynamics. When you have a small team locked together and
you’re against the clock, tensions are high...you learn a lot about the challenges of any team.
And you can apply that to anything, it’s not just in rover missions, it's real life.
-Adam McSweeney, MSci Physics graduate, King's College
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Learning Outcomes
• Computer vision concepts for hazard
detection in space
• Basics of planetary rover design
• Scientific objectives of planetary
exploration missions
• Payloads and equipment required for
characterization and sample return
• Trade-off analyses in mission design
• Mission requirements development
• Operations, and procedure planning
• Teamwork and communications skills
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About Mission Control Space Services
Mission Control aims to facilitate Canadian
contributions to the emerging space economy,
with a focus on innovation and commercialization. The Mission Control team is comprised of
experts with experience in many domains within
the space industry. For us, RPEAM and Mission
Control Academy as a whole represents core values that Mission Control wants to share:
teamwork, collaboration, and the importance of
STEM and space exploration.

Mission Control was established to deliver low-cost,
innovative solutions in space and on earth
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Ewan is the president and
CEO of Mission Control.
Prior to being a lead
designer for three rover
prototypes for the CSA,
he was a flight controller
for nine of the last space
shuttle missions at NASA
JSC in Houston, TX. Ewan
has led or supported rover deployments, testing,
and integration all over
the US and Canada.

Melissa is the Manager of
Space Science, Education
& Outreach. Besides her
outstanding academic
career, she commanded a
4 month mission simulation in the Canadian arctic
and 7 crews at the Mars
Desert Research Station
in Utah. She has managed
mission control rooms for
simulations by universities
and space agencies.

Michele is the Manager
of Exploration and Advanced Technologies. In
his career, he has conducted research and led
projects in rover mobility
for over a decade, implementing terramechanics
models for JAXA rovers,
and developing AI and
machine learning systems
for rover navigation systems for the CSA.

